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Goals for the Day

• Review the role and value of Person and Family 
Engagement (PFE) in practice transformation

• Discuss the importance of shared learning in 
promoting best practice and supporting person-
centered, value-based cultures 

• Identify opportunities to capture and share your 
patient experience and person and family 
engagement stories
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CMS Definition of PFE

“Patients and families are partners in defining, designing, 
participating in and assessing the care practices and 
systems that serve them to assure they are respectful of 
and responsive to individual patient preferences, needs, 
and values. This collaborative engagement allows patient 
values to guide all clinical decisions and drives genuine 
transformation in attitudes, behavior, and practice.”

Source: CMS Person and Family Engagement Strategy Summary, 2016
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PFE as Standard Practice

• Integration of PFE throughout all efforts
−Clinical interventions

• Patient self-management plans, Teach-Back, etc.
−Operational practices

• PCMH principles, PFACs, e-tools, etc.
−Measurement

• PFE metrics and aligned quality measures
−Leadership commitment

• Mission and vision, consistent and persistent language and 
communication
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The PFE Learning Curve

• Healthcare is in varying stages of PFE
−Partnership for Patients began in 2011

• One of the 1st major CMS initiative to integrate PFE
• Development of metrics
• Strategic Vision Roadmap and addendum
−AHRQ Guide to Improving PFE in Hospital Quality and 
Safety – 2013
−Acute care settings some of the first to establish PFE as a 
systematic effort
• Hospitals can serve as mentors
• Experience in the hospital setting has provided the foundation for 

continuing PFE expansion throughout the healthcare system
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The PFE Learning Curve

−Patient-Centered Medical Home
• Model focuses on relationship-based care provision
• Partnership between patient and providers, respectful of unique 

needs, cultures, values, and preferences a key tenet
−Accountable Care Organizations

• Focus on coordinated systems of care – right care, right time, right 
place

• Patient experience of care is pivotal to ACO design
−Transforming Clinical Practice Initiative 

• PFE identified as a primary driver of transformation
• PFE strategy build off HEN/HIIN PFE experiences – metrics, resources, 

etc.
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Capturing the Impact of PFE

• Emerging data :
−Hospitals with higher levels of PFE activity (implementation 
of 3+ PFE metrics) are showing substantially higher 
reductions in hospital-acquired conditions and events1:
• Venous thromboembolism, pressure ulcers, injuries from falls, 

catheter-associated UTI, early elective deliveries, other OB harm, 
ventilator-associated pneumonia

−PFE practices at the organizational and point of care levels 
have been shown to have positive association with patient 
experience – HCAPS & CAHPS scores2
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Capturing the Impact of PFE

• Engaged patients, families, and caregivers leads to:
−Greater comfort and confidence through the care process 
– primary, specialty, acute, community, and transitions
−Better adherence to treatment plans and follow-through on 
care instructions
−Improved satisfaction reported by both patients, 
caregivers, and clinical team
−Improved outcomes – both clinical and experiences of 
care
−Increased avoidance of preventable readmissions
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Why Share Your Story?
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Everyone you will ever 
meet knows something 
you don’t.

- Bill Nye

Keep learning from 
others so that you 
don’t repeat their 
mistakes.
- Anurag Prakash Ray

While it is wise to learn 
from experience, it is 
wiser to learn from the 
experiences of others.

- Rick Warren



Why Share Your Story?

• Celebrate the work you have accomplished!
• Scale and replicate success; mitigate and avoid 

known setbacks 
• Support documentation of implementation of best 

practices:
−What organizational support needs to be put into place?  
What does execution look like?  PDSA feedback/follow-up?
−Determine what practices are most impactful for practices 
and providers across the continuum

• Demonstrate relationships between/among process 
and clinical outcomes
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Opportunities - PFE Metrics

•Does the practice use an e-tool that is accessible to both 
patients and clinicians and that shares information?

•Does the practice support shared decision-making?
Point of Care

•Does the practice utilize a tool to assess and measure patient 
activation?

•Does the practice utilize any survey to assess health literacy?
•Does the practice promote patient-centric medication 

management practices?

Policy & 
Procedure

•Does the practice have policies, procedures, and actions to 
support patient and family participants in governance or 
operational decision-making?Governance



Existing Stories to Be Told
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Telling Your Story

• Capture and Acknowledge Experience  
−Savings realized, improvement achieved, educate & inform 
others, celebrate successes or learning opportunities

• Paint the picture of the people behind the facts
• Focus on the facts, not fluff
−Emphasize the issues and the interventions

• How many people affected? How long has the problem existed?
−Articulate specific outcomes 

• How many lives were saved? To what extend were processes 
improved? Readmissions avoided? Medication errors averted?

• Success stories are the tip of your iceberg!

Content obtained and amended from source: HHS and CDC,  10 Tips for Writing an Effective Success Story 13



Success is just the tip of the iceberg…

Image Source: http://www.scottpr.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Iceberg-illustration-v0.3-01.jpg 14
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Emerging Stories Support

• Template developed by the TCPI PFE Affinity Group -
Emerging Stories Flash Group
−Group of stakeholders from throughout the TCPI network –
PTNs, SANS, clinician champions, etc.
−Group 

• Designed to provide a standard means of reporting 
PFE success stories in TCPI

• Intended to capture practice and system 
experiences in implementing PFE strategies and how 
it helped improve outcomes – health, safety, quality, 
person-centered care
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Emerging Stories Template

• Three Primary Sections:
−Contact Information
−Emerging Story Information

• Who? What? Where? Why? How?
• Improvement Measures 
• The story – insights, “what worked”, challenges and barriers
• Sustaining the Vision – what is the plan moving forward
• PTN/SAN Assistance and PFE promotion
• PFE Metrics and Change Concepts
−Supporting Resources

• What tools, resources, etc. did you use, create, amend, etc.
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Emerging Stories Draft Template
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Interested in Piloting the Template?

Contact:

Joyce Reid
Co-Champion, Emerging Stories Flash Group

jreid@gha.org

Cleo Harris
Emerging Stories Flash Group

charris@gha.org
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Summary

• Sharing our stories:
− Builds a community of practice
−Allows us to learn from one another
−Enables duplication of success and avoidance of 
unnecessary setbacks
−Equips us to be able to better capture the impact of PFE 
and demonstrate savings – in cost, experiences, and lives
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Ongoing PFE Support and Resources

Compass PTN PFE Resources Website:  
https://www.ihconline.org/compass-ptn/resources/pfe/

−Overview of PFE in TCPI and the Compass PTN
−Individual metric outlines and resources
−Will be a continuously updated resource hub
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Support and Resources

• Healthcare Communities:  
www.healthcarecommunities.org
−Access to additional resources from national faculty and 
content experts

• Ongoing Compass PTN Education Events
−PFE education series, focused on metric strategy 
implementation and skill-building
−PFE inclusions throughout learning events – Learning 
Communities
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Questions?
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Kady Reese, MPH, CPHQ
Program Lead, Statewide 

Strategies, IHC
515-283-9322

reesek@ihconline.org

Susan Brown, MPH, CPHIMS
Health IT Director, Telligen

515-440-8215
sbrown@Telligen.com
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